Introduction to Fractional Calculus
Physics, mathematics, and statistics
In his most cited research paper, Einstein [1905] linked random walks, Brownian motion, and the diffusion equation.
The random walk S n = X 1 +· · ·+X n with centered, finite variance jumps describes the path of a diffusing particle.
As the time scale r → ∞, the random walk r −1/2 S [rt] ⇒ B t , a Brownian motion.
The probability density function c(x, t) of B t solves the diffusion equation
The new theory links long particle jumps, Lévy flights, and fractional diffusion.
The random walk S n = X 1 + · · · + X n with P[X > x] ≈ x −α for some 1 < α < 2 describes the particle path.
As the time scale r → ∞, the random walk The probability density function c(x, t) of L t solves the fractional diffusion equation
Simple random walk simulation Any finite variance jumps lead to the same limit process.
The graph is a random fractal with dimension 2 − 1/2.
Heavy tail random walk simulation Power law jumps persist in the limit process (non-locality).
Graph is a random fractal of dimension 2 − 1/α.
Classical diffusion profile Stable α = 1.5 Lévy motion density at time t = 1, 2, 3 showing super-diffusive spreading rate, skewness, and power law tail.
Eulerian view [SBMW01]
Fractional derivatives are nonlocal. Particles diffuse via long jumps.
Stable density with α = 1.1 captures early arrivals at the MADE experimental site. Finite difference methods
Use to construct explicit/implicit finite difference codes [MT04,MT06].
These codes are mass-preserving since 
Tempered fractional diffusion [MS12]
Random walk with P[X > x] ≈ x −α e −λx for λ > 0, tempered so that all moments exist.
As the time scale r → ∞, converges to a tempered Lévy flight.
Limit density solves a tempered fractional diffusion equation
leads to explicit/implicit finite difference codes.
Tempered fractional noise
Tempered fractional noise Z t = ∆ α,λ X t 
Geophysical flow turbulence [MSPZ14]
Spectral density of water velocity data, along with fitted tempered fractional spectrum (thick line), and Kolmogorov spectrum with slope −5/3 (thin dashed line). 
